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Dear Conspectus Borealis Readers,
Thank you for taking the time to read the April 2021 publication of Conspectus
Borealis, Northern Michigan University (NMU) Honors sponsored undergraduate
journal. Conspectus Borealis accepts submissions from any Northern Michigan
University undergraduate from all areas of study. The submissions are reviewed and
edited by Honors students, after publication the journal is read worldwide. This year, the
publication contains eighteen total works written and created by fourteen different
authors.
This year’s issue features scholarly and creative works along with one piece of
artwork. The written works range in discipline from history and anthropology to
psychology and sociology to music, drama, sports, literature reviews, cultural, and
language studies. The broad categorical range allows for works to spark anyone’s
interest.
The publication begins with Grace Gronowski’s A Brief History of Women in
Sports which highlights some of the important points in female sports history dating
back to 1867. Next, is Bailey Gomes’s Antigone the Bride of Death in which she
examines the hierarchies found within Sophocles' Antigone and how they contribute to
the tragic ending of the play with a specific focus on how Antigone's worth is dependent
on her eligibility for marriage. Along with that piece, Bailey also has The Cyclical
Influence of Society and Music that describes how society and music influence each
other in a perpetual cycle and how that cycle translates into major social change. Lastly,
Bailey wrote 1990s Grunge and its Effect of Adolescents which analyzes how the
Grunge movement of the 1990s became an important aspect of nonconformity,
adolescent rebellion, and identity formation in this publication. Akasha Khalsa also has
two pieces in this publication. The first one, Barnacle Geese and Sky Burials: Relativism
in The Travels of Sir John Mandeville, is a literature review that explores the idea of
cultural relativity through stories of geese that grow on trees and the concept of sky
burials. Her other piece Green Thumbs: Cultivating Greenery and Personal Freedoms in
Miné Okubo’s Citizen 13660 and Lorainne Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun addressed
the role cultivated greenery plays in both literary works. Ella Uren was another author
who had multiple pieces. In Health Disparities Between Women and Men in Medieval
Europe: a Bioarchaeological Study of Gender Roles, she wrote about the use of skeletal
markers to determine the overall health of skeletal remains, and how examining gender
roles can help researchers interpret their results. In her other piece, The Mighty
Handful: The Effect of Nationalistic Music on Post-War Russia, she explores how a
need for nationalism following a wartime loss can influence the music that's created.
Leah Danielson examines the relationship between Cuba's core values and the rhetoric
used by revolutionary leaders in her work In Investigating Resilience Through the
Rhetoric of the Revolution. Zoe Folsom’s Just a Chemical Imbalance: Exploring the
Absence of the Social Etiology of Depression in Common Medical Websites analyzes
literature on the relationship between social factors and depression, how different
websites portray this linkage, and the consequences of the discrepancy between the
research and mainstream depiction of depression. In Literature Review: The Question
of Universal Feminism, Isabelle Ureel explores how feminism has transformed over
time, how different aspects of it are viewed in pieces of literature, and how a more
general understanding of it can promote inclusiveness and positivity. Next, Emma
Drever uses theatrical works of Shakespeare and Euripides to study women’s roles and
gender dynamics in theater in Make not a Mockery of Me: Feminine Performance and
Masculine Mockery in Meda and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The following
submission, by Timothy Andrews, is our only piece of artwork: Mummy Cave; North
Fork Shoshone River; Park County, Wyoming and his description of it. This is a vine
charcoal piece that reflects Andrews’s interpretation and memory of Waldo R. Wedel’s
et. al. record of the Mummy Cave. Darian Sabisch’s creative piece, My Appointment at
Specialty Care Psychiatrics, tells a story of someone who has dreams, or nightmares,
that predict certain people’s deaths and how the main character struggles with these
dreams, so much it puts them in a psychiatric institution. Anna Creed, in Nuture, Not
Nature: Trauma and Children explores the definition of trauma, how trauma affects
children, and how researchers measure these effects. Luke Leppanen, in his work The
Changing Perspective on Adolescence, analyzes how adolescence is viewed today, as
well as how society has affected this view. In Translating Indigeneity, Wilbert Alik
compares US holidays like Indigenous People's Day and Columbus Day to celebrations
in the Republic of the Marshall Islands, like Kam̗m̗oolol (Gospel) Day, and M̗anit
(Culture) Day. Lastly, Gabriella Pleitez’s When Life Gives You Lemonade, Hold Onto It,
is a piece of flash fiction that depicts the dreadful day that ruined lemonade for the main
character, Cherry.
This publication of Conspectus Borealis would not have been possible without
the hard work and dedication of many people. First off, I would like to thank all of the
authors listed above for their hard work and willingness to share their writing. Next, a
special thank you goes out to the review team this year which consisted of Ella Uren,
the assistant editor, Lauren Zimny, Bailey Gomes, Andie Balenger, Bailey Johnson,
Emma Drever, Abby LaForest, Davin Hemmila, Kiley Nettesheim, Katarina Rothhorn,
Lexi Laws, Mary Kelly, Riley Box, Sylvia Bednarczyk, Miya Ohashi Berg, Sam Brink,
Gwen Paulson, and Elise Pickar. I would also like to thank Dr. Anna Zimmer, the faculty
advisor, for all of her help, direction, and support throughout this year, and Kevin
McDonough, website manager, and Ben Gaunt, BePress consultant for all of their
assistance and guidance throughout our transition this year. Lastly, I would like to thank
you, the reader, for supporting our work and research and continuing to read and enjoy
the publications of Conspectus Borealis. Thank you again to everyone involved in the
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